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A singer songwriter with a powerful voice elena (e-lane-nah) inhabits a genre of combining soul, blues

and folk with a twist of world music, which weaves a compelling musical tapestry. elena inspires her

audience with her passion and energy as her influe 12 MP3 Songs FOLK: Power-folk, FOLK: like Ani

Details: About elena (pronounced e-lane-nah) elena is to soak up the atmosphere of the greatest North

American festivals and venues, have an extraordinarily good time and to launch 'Rivers of the Soul' on an

unsuspecting United States and Canada. Two years into her incredible musical journey, indigenous

performer and singer song writer elena, is embarking upon her next adventure in North America.

Performing in festivals and venues to share her energy, enthusiam and passion for empowering others to

empower themselves. Residing on Magnetic Island in North Queensland, Australia elena is the daughter

of a Samoan chief and Maori ancestry. She is passionate about issues of the environment, indigenous

people and women which is reflected in her song writing. elena has a unique guitar technique as she

plays a right handed strung guitar, left handed, which blends beautifully with her strong voice. New to the

festival circuit in 2004 elena has been performing in National and Canadian festivals. 2004 saw elena tour

Australia top to bottom and east to west. With Australia ringing from her powerful Maori vocals she

headed to Canada for the 2005 Canadian Music Week and International Folk Alliance Conference then to

SXSW Austin, Texas. Touring the remote corners of Australia took elena into the detention centres and

missions that are home to too many indigenous Australians. Fired by the death in custody of a young

Aboriginal man, elena is determined to use her vocal talent, precocious personality and unique

perspective as an indigenous New Zealander to empower people of all races and creeds, to empower

themselves. elena is a powerful message of acceptance, tolerance, courage and passion that

communicates readily with audiences of all sizes. Take the time to be captivated by elena at your festival
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or venue. Kia kaha - Be strong, be proud of who you are and believe in yourself! Website elena.com.au

myspace.com/elena_com_au Discography Debut CD 'rivers of the soul' 12 track original songs.
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